AESIR SPACE
Expanding the boundaries of space insurance
Aesir Space is a London-based specialist space insurance MGA. The facility provides ‘A+’ rated protection
worldwide for launch, in-orbit and associated space risks developed by underwriters with a strong
working knowledge of the sector.
Led by Morten Pahle, a leading figure in the space market, Aesir Space applies a rigorous
approach based on technical, commercial and industry experience to the underwriting
and construction of its coverages. Providing both risk-specific policies and fully integrated
umbrella coverages, solutions are available for every phase in the application lifecycle, from
AIT, manufacture and transit through to launch, in-orbit and de-orbit, as well as for thirdparty liabilities.

TECHNICAL FOUNDATIONS

AESIR SPACE FROM ABOVE
Highly technical, innovative
underwriting

With new entrants, new technologies and NewSpace rapidly expanding the boundaries of the
space market, Aesir Space’s technical foundations support its ability to closely monitor and
respond to the evolving risk environment.

Extensive knowledge of
space market

Working with brokers and clients to develop customised cover, the team’s risk remit extends
from standard manufacturing, testing and launch covers, to more innovative products to cater
for new hardware such as smallsats and compact launchers, including alternative missions
and unique payloads.

Worldwide reach, broad risk appetite

INSURANCE AS AN ENABLER
Aesir understands that clients want to protect their business plans and not merely insure
their assets. We see insurance as an enabler; protecting clients’ business plans enables them
to obtain finance and grow their venture. This means providing coverages tailored to each
client’s needs and having a full understanding of the environment they operate in.

Umbrella and standalone ‘A+’ cover
Meaningful line-sizes
Expert advice on placements
Quick underwriting and
policy turnaround
Specialist claims
handling

DATA-DRIVEN DELIVERY
Accurate risk assessment is based on the capture and analysis of
high-resolution industry data on aspects ranging from advances
in satellite design to the latest launch failure statistics down to the
individual component level.
The Aesir Space platform is built on an advanced data-rich, highly
efficient technology platform that connects every component of
the workflow, supporting enhanced decision making and speedy
submission response, and enabling rapid policy production.
Offering consistent risk assessment based on technical underwriting
insight, Aesir Space delivers the scientific rigour that the space
industry demands.

LEARN MORE ABOUT AESIR SPACE
To find out more about the advantages of working with Aesir Space
contact us at:
E: aesirspace@volanteglobal.com
W: www.volanteglobal.com

MORTEN PAHLE

Managing Director, Aesir Space
T: +44 (0)7983 531 161
E: morten.pahle@volanteglobal.com
Morten has over 20 years of
risk management experience
in the space industry and
over 15 years in the insurance
market. His technical
knowledge gives Aesir Space
a unique perspective on the
space insurance market.
During his underwriting career, he was Founder and Managing Director
of ViVet Limited, an MGA focused on space, aviation and energy. He
was also UK Branch Manager at Glacier Insurance (now Starstone
Insurance) and a Space Underwriter at Assicurazioni Generali.
His risk management credentials stem from his work as Group
Risk & Insurance Manager at EADS Astrium Satellites (now
Airbus Defence and Space) and he started his
career as a Reliability Engineer on LEO
meteorological satellites.

VOLANTE GLOBAL

Taking insurance and reinsurance in a new direction
Volante Global (Volante) is a new multi-class international MGA that
combines best-in-class underwriting power with fully automated,
data-driven business processes deployed through a single
consistent platform.
Under the stewardship of a vastly experienced Executive team with
an exceptional track record of building robust, high-performance,
well-balanced portfolios, Volante offers clear direction in today’s
fast-moving re/insurance market.
Volante focuses on scale and diversification, achieved through
global specialty re/insurance lines of business, with empowered
underwriting teams – each representing extensive experience across
all aspects of their particular markets – providing appropriate and
bespoke solutions to its clients.
Volante’s Technology Centre delivers end-to-end automated
processes supported by real-time data analytics which enables the
group to deliver bespoke insurance products while applying rigorous
cost management and ensuring optimum efficiency. This central
foundation underpins a high-quality client service.

With robust A to AA+ rated capacity supporting every line of
business, Volante’s portfolio spans:
UK & International Motor (Edison Motor, Gentium Motor)
Property & Casualty Reinsurance (Horizon)
Professional and Financial Lines (Bridge Underwriting,
Volante Financial and Professional Lines)
UK niche Property & Casualty (Affinity Solutions)
European niche Property & Casualty (Bridge Underwriting)
Emerging Markets Reinsurance (Imara)
Space Insurance (Aesir Space)
North America Specialty Lines (Volante Canada)
Volante Global is registered and headquartered in the UK. To find
out more about Volante, or to arrange a meeting with a member of
the team, contact us at:
E: info@volanteglobal.com

